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Abstract. This paper presents new algorithms of independent component analysis (ICA) for super-Gaussian sources based on auxiliary function technique. The algorithms consist of two alternative updates: 1)
update of demixing matrix and 2) update of weighted covariance matrix, which include no tuning parameters such as step size. The monotonic decrease of the objective function at each update is guaranteed.
The experimental results show that the derived algorithms are robust
to nonstationary data and outliers, and the convergence is faster than
natural-gradient-based algorithm.
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Introduction

Independent component analysis (ICA) is a powerful technique to find independent components from mixtures without mixing information, which has been
widely used for blind source separation [1]. One of the popular algorithms of ICA
is Infomax [2], where the demixing matrix is estimated iteratively by applying
natural-gradient-based update [3]. However, like other kinds of gradient-based
optimization, there is a tradeoﬀ between the convergence of speed and stability.
The larger step size would make the convergence faster, but it may leads diverge. For improving robustness, modification of the natural gradient algorithm
has been investigated in [4].
In this paper, we derive another kind of iterative solution for optimization of
Infomax-type objective function based on auxiliary function approach, which is a
framework to find eﬃcient iterative solution for nonlinear optimization problem.
In signal processing field, it has been used in well-known EM algorithm, and
recently applied to various kinds of optimization problems such as nonnegative
matrix factorization (NMF) [5], multi pitch analysis [6], sinusoidal parameter
estimation [7], music signal separation [8], source localization [9], etc. In this
paper, for a class of contrast functions related with super-Gaussianity, eﬃcient
iterative update rules of ICA are derived, which have no tuning parameters such
as step size, and the monotonic decrease of the objective function is guaranteed.
The experimental comparisons with existing other methods are also shown.
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Objective Function of Infomax

In this paper, we generally assume that all variables can take complex values.
A real-valued case is easily obtained by just replacing Hermitian conjugate h by
transpose t . In Infomax algorithm, the demixing matrix is estimated by minimizing the following objective function:
J(W ) =

K
∑

E[G(whk x)] − log | det W |,

(1)

k=1

where
W = (w1 · · · wK )h

(2)

is a demixing matrix, x = (x1 · · · xK )t is an observed random vector, E[·]
denotes expectation, and G(y) is called contrast function [2]. The goal of this
paper is to derive eﬃcient iterative algorithms to find W to minimize eq. (1).
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3.1

Auxiliary Function of Contrast Function
Auxiliary Function Approach

In order to introduce auxiliary function approach, let’s consider a general optimization problem to find a parameter vector θ = θ † satisfying
θ † = argminθ J(θ),

(3)

where J(θ) is an objective function.
In the auxiliary function approach, a function Q(θ, θ̃) is designed such that
it satisfies
J(θ) = min ˜ Q(θ, θ̃).
(4)
θ
Q(θ, θ̃) is called an auxiliary function for J(θ), and θ̃ are called auxiliary variables. Then, instead of directly minimizing the objective function J(θ), the auxiliary function Q(θ, θ̃) is minimized in terms of θ and θ̃, alternatively, the variables
being iteratively updated as
θ̃

(i+1)

= argmin ˜ Q(θ (i) , θ̃),
θ

θ (i+1) = argminθ Q(θ, θ̃

(i+1)

(5)
),

(6)

where i denotes the iteration index. The monotonic decrease of J(θ) under the
above updates is guaranteed [5–9].
Note that even if eq. (3) has no closed-form solutions, there could exist
Q(θ, θ̃) satisfying eq. (4) such that both eq. (5) and eq. (6) have closed-form
solutions. In such situations, the auxiliary function approach gives us eﬃcient
iterative update rules. However, how to find appropriate Q(θ, θ̃) is problemdependent.
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Auxiliary Function of Contrast Function

A good candidate of auxiliary functions is given by a quadratic function because
it can be easily minimized. For exploiting a quadratic function as an auxiliary
function, eq. (4) requires that an objective function has to grow up more slowly
than a quadratic function when |θ| → ∞. From this point, we found a class of
contrast functions which a quadratic function is applicable for, which is tightly
related with super-Gaussianity. We first begin with two definitions.
Definition 1. A set of real-valued functions of a real- or complex- variable z,
SG , is defined as
SG = {G(z)| G(z) = GR (|z|)}
(7)
where GR (r) is a continuous and diﬀerentiable function of a real variable r satisfying that G0R (r)/r is continuous everywhere and it is monotonically decreasing
in r ≥ 0.
Definition 2. ([10] pp. 60-61) If a random variable r has a probability density of
the form p(r) = e−GR (r) where GR (r) is an even function which is diﬀerentiable,
except possibly at the origin, GR (r) is strictly increasing in R+ , and G0R (r)/r is
strictly decreasing in R+ , then, we shall say that it is super-Gaussian.
From definition 2, it is clear that G(z) = GR (|z|) is a member of SG if
the distribution p(r) = e−GR (r) is super-Gaussian and G0R (r)/r is continuous
at the origin. Note that several well-used contrast functions such as G1 (r) =
1
1 −a2 r 2 /2
, where 1 ≤ a1 ≤ 2, a2 ' 1 [1], and
a1 log cosh(a1 r) and G2 (r) = − a2 e
their polar-type contrast functions [11] are included in SG . Based on this definition of SG , an explicit auxiliary function for the objective function of Infomax
is obtained by the following two theorems.
Theorem 1. For any G(z) = GR (|z|) ∈ SG ,
(
)
G0 (|z0 |) 2
|z0 |G0R (|z0 |)
G(z) ≤ R
|z| + GR (|z0 |) −
2|z0 |
2

(8)

holds for any z. The equality sign is satisfied if and only if |z| = |z0 |.
Proof. First, let r = |z| and r0 = |z0 |, and consider the following function:
(
)
G0R (r0 ) 2
r0 G0R (r0 )
F (r) =
r + GR (r0 ) −
− GR (r).
(9)
2r0
2
Diﬀerentiating F (r), we have
F 0 (r) =

G0R (r0 )
r − G0R (r) = r
r0

(

G0R (r0 ) G0R (r)
−
r0
r

)
.

(10)

Note that G0R (r)/r monotonically decreases in r > 0 and F 0 (r0 ) = 0. Then, F (r)
has the unique minimum value at r = r0 since F (r) is continuous everywhere,
and F (r0 ) = 0. Consequently, it is clear that eq. (8) holds for any z.
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Theorem 2. For any G(z) = GR (|z|) ∈ SG , let
1∑ h
wk Vk wk − log | det W | + R,
2
K

Q(W, W̃ ) =

(11)

k=1

where W̃ = (w̃1 · · · w̃K )h , rk = |w̃hk x|,
]
[ 0
G (rk ) h
Vk = E
xx ,
rk

(12)

and R is a constant independent of W . Then,
J(W ) ≤ Q(W, W̃ )

(13)

holds for any W . The equality sign holds if and only if w̃k = ejφk wk for ∀ k
where φk denotes an arbitrary phase.
Proof. Eq. (13) is directly obtained by substituting z = whk x and z0 = w̃hk x into
eq. (8), summing them up from k = 1 to k = K, and taking expectation.

4
4.1

Derivation of Update Rules
Derivative of Auxiliary Function

Based on the principle of the auxiliary function approach, update rules should
be obtained by minimizing Q(W, W̃ ) in terms of W and W̃ , alternatively. From
Theorem 2, the minimization of Q in terms of W̃ is easily obtained by just setting
W̃ = W . Then, let’s focus on minimizing Q in terms of W . It can be done by
solving ∂Q(W, W̃ )/∂w∗k = 0 (1 ≤ k ≤ K), where ∗ denotes complex conjugate.
They yield
1
∂
Vk w k −
log | det W | = 0 (1 ≤ k ≤ K).
(14)
2
∂w∗k
Rearranging eq. (14) with using (∂/∂W ) det W = W −t det W , the following
simultaneous vector equations are derived.
whl Vk wk = δlk

(1 ≤ k ≤ K, 1 ≤ l ≤ K).

(15)

For updating all of wk simultaneously, it is necessary to solve eq. (15), and
especially, a closed form solution is desirable for eﬃcient updates. If all of Vk
are commutable, their matrices would share eigenvectors and they would give
the solutions of eq. (15). However, Vk s are generally not commutable. In that
case, to the authors’ knowledge, there are no closed-form solutions for eq. (15)
except when K = 2. Instead of simultaneously updating all of wk , we here
propose two kinds of diﬀerent update rules: 1) sequentially updating each of wk ,
and 2) sequentially updating each pair of wk s, which can be both performed in
closed-form manners.
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AuxICA1: Sequential Update Rules

The first method updates each of wk sequentially. Consider an update of wk
with keeping other wl s (l 6= k) fixed. In this case, ∂Q(W, W̃ )/∂w∗k = 0 yields
whk Vk wk = 1,
whl Vk wk = 0 (l 6= k).

(16)
(17)

From eq. (17), wk has to be orthogonal to all of Vk wl (l 6= k) at least. Such a
vector can be obtained by projecting the estimate of wk at the previous iteration
into the complementary space of the space spanned by all of Vk wl (l 6= k). Then,
the normalization should be performed to satisfy eq. (16). While, the auxiliary
variables w̃k are only included in Vk . Hence, updates of the auxiliary variables
w̃k are equivalent to calculating Vk . Consequently, The algorithm is summarized
as follows.
AuxICA1: The following alternative updates are applied for all k in order until
convergence.
Auxiliary variable updates: Calculate the following matrices:
[ 0
]
G (rk ) h
Vk = E
xx ,
rk
P = Vk (w1 · · · wk−1 wk+1 · · · wK ),

(18)
(19)

where rk = |whk x|.
Demixing matrix updates: Apply the following updates in order.
wk ← wk − P (P h P )−1 P h wk ,
√
wk ← wk / whk Vk wk .
4.3

(20)
(21)

AuxICA2: Pairwise Update Rules

The second update rule is based on the closed form solution of eq. (15) in K = 2.
When K = 2, eq. (15) indicates that both of V1 w1 and V2 w1 are orthogonal to
w2 . Because the direction orthogonal to w2 is uniquely determined in the two
dimensional space, V1 w1 and V2 w1 have to be parallel such as
V1 w1 = γV2 w1 ,

(22)

where γ is a constant. In the same way, V1 w2 and V2 w2 are also parallel. Such
vectors are obtained as solutions of eq. (22), which is a generalized eigenvalue
problem. If V1 and V2 are not singular, they are simply obtained as eigen vectors
of V2−1 V1 . Even if K > 2, it is possible to apply this pairwise updates for all
possible pairs. Then, the algorithm is summarized as follows.
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AuxICA2: The following alternative updates are applied for all pairs of m and
n such that m < n in order until convergence.
Auxiliary variable updates: Calculate the following covariance matrices:
]
[ 0
]
[ 0
GR (rn ) h
GR (rm ) h
Um = E
uu , Un = E
uu ,
(23)
rm
rn
where rm = |whm x|, rn = |whn x|, and u = (whm x whn x)t .
Demixing matrix updates: Find two solutions hm and hn of the generalized
eigenvalue problem of 2 × 2 matrix: Um h = γUn h. Then, apply the following
updates in order.
√
√
hm ← hm / hhm Um hm ,
hn ← hn / hhn Un hn ,
(24)
(wm wn ) ← (wm wn )(hm hn ).

5

(25)

Experimental Evaluations

In order to evaluate the performance of estimating demixing matrix and the
convergence speed of AuxICA1 and AuxICA2, three artificial sources were prepared here. All of them were complex-valued random process with independent
amplitude and phase. The phase followed the uniform distribution from 0 to 2π,
and the amplitude a ≥ 0 followed p1 (a) = e−a , p2 (a) = (3/4)δ(a) + (1/4)e−a ,
and p3 (a) = arctan a0 /π(1 + a2 ) (0 ≤ a ≤ a0 ) where a0 = 1000, by which we intended to simulate 1) stationary source, 2) nonstationary source (each source is
silent with probability 3/4), and 3) spiky source including outliers, respectively.
In each case, the numbers of sources are K = 2 or K = 6 and the data length
is N = 1000. The observed mixtures were made with instantaneous mixing
matrices, where each element was independently generated by complex-valued
Gaussian random process with zero mean and unity variance.
For these mixtures, we compared the proposed algorithms with popular existing methods such as polar-type Infomax [11], scaled Infomax [4] and FastICA
[12]. In all of the algorithms, G(z) = log cosh |z| was used as a contrast function.
The initial value of the demixing matrix was given by data whitening.
The performance was evaluated by averaged signal to noise ratio:
∑
2
1 ∑
t |sk (t)|
SNR =
10 log10 ∑
,
(26)
2
K
t |sk (t) − yk (t)|
k

which was calculated by using demixing matrix iteratively-estimated at each iteration, where the correct permutation was given and the appropriate scaling was
estimated by projection back [13]. The experiments were performed in Matlab
ver. 7.9 on a laptop PC with 2.66GHz CPU. Fig. 1 shows the relationship between actual computational time and resultant SNR obtained by averaging 100
trials. AuxICA1 or AuxICA2 shows the best convergence speed in most cases,
and the obtained solutions are robust to nonstationary signal and outliers.
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Conclusion

In this paper, we presented new algorithms of ICA for super-Gaussian sources
based on auxiliary function technique. The experimental results showed that the
derived algorithms give the faster convergence than natural-gradient-based Infomax, and are robust to nonstationary data and outliers. Applying the proposed
algorithms to blind source separation for convolutive-mixture is ongoing.
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Fig. 1. The relationship between actual computational time and resultant SNR obtained by averaging 100 trials. The left and the right columns represent the results
for K = 2 and K = 6, respectively, where K denotes the number of sources. The
amplitude of sources follow p1 (a), p2 (a), and p3 (a) from top to bottom, respectively.
In the legend, “mu” denotes a step size. In conventional Infomax, there is a tradeoﬀ
between the convergence speed and stability. The scaled Infomax improves them, but
the tradeoﬀ still remains. FastICA gives the fast convergence for stationary signal, but
it becomes rather slow for nonstationay signal or outliers. While, the proposed methods
(AuxICA1 or AuxICA2) show the best convergence speed in most cases and robust to
nonstationary signal and outliers.

